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ELEMENTS OF DESIRE JACUZZI® DESIGNER RANGE

WELCOME

A deep connection has always
existed between man and 
the elements of nature.

Air, water, earth and fire 
evoke the mind and body 
to stimulate the senses,
provoke the emotions and
influence our behaviours.

‘Elements of desire’ is 
the driving force behind 
The Jacuzzi® Designer Range
and continues to influence our 

product range. From the use
of space (air), the heightened
sense of well-being and pure
pleasure experienced during
bathing (water), to the 
choice of materials used 
in manufacture (earth) 
and a passion for design 
(fire) enable us to create
highly desirable, bathroom
products that not only look
superb but perform to the
highest standards achievable.
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AIR—

NEW IDEAS, INNOVATIVE THINKING
AND AN OBSESSION WITH DETAIL
DESIGNED TO BREATHE NEW LIFE
INTO ALMOST ANY SPACE
THE JACUZZI® DESIGNER RANGE
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ELEMENTS OF DESIRE JACUZZI® DESIGNER RANGE
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We all aspire to the finer things in life. The
flawless diamond, the house in the country 
or the latest designer technology – a Jacuzzi®

bathroom is no exception.

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE JACUZZI® DESIGNER RANGE

In a world where luxury brands
compete for your attention, 
with the promise of temporary
euphoria there exists a brand 
who’s mere name conjures up 
a vision of unparalleled luxury
and a promise of the finest 
quality – even in those who 
have never experienced its
products: Jacuzzi®.

It transcends language, cultural
and lifestyle differences and makes
a statement about you that other
brands can only dream about. It’s
a promise of pure unadulterated
pleasure that is not only an
indulgence but an important
component in the overall
management of the body's
physiology: Jacuzzi®.

The first whirlpool bath was
invented in 1968 by Roy Jacuzzi,
who added a jet of massaging 
air and water to a standard 
bath tub. Things have changed
somewhat since those early 
days and Jacuzzi® hydromassage
has become a widespread
phenomenon that has
revolutionised the way people
imagine and experience 
the bathroom.

Continuous development and
product innovation has always
been the life-blood of the brand
Jacuzzi® and our commitment to
quality and style has kept us at
the forefront of contemporary
design for over 40 years.

Jacuzzi® boasts many original
patents and an enviable product
range that encompasses
whirlpool baths, baths, steam 
and shower cabins, enclosures,
bathroom suites, furniture and
accessories and of course hot
tubs. Advanced manufacturing
techniques means a difference 
in quality that can be experienced
as well as seen. 

After all when you’re number
one why settle for second best.
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The heart warming glow of nature, 
captured in the colours of natural wood. 
Cool contemporary lines, as gentle as 
a summer breeze and as desirable as 
a hot summer day.

From modern and dynamic 
to timeless and sophisticated,
Jacuzzi® Designer Range features
dramatic styles that redefine the
bathroom with functionality and
form that is simply breathtaking.

The Morphosis Omega
hydromassage cabin is a perfect
example of this – a sculptured
fusion of natural Teak, glass, 
steel and chrome designed in
collaboration with the Design
House Pininfarina and a future
design classic.

Materials used in the manufacture
of our products are carefully
selected for their durability as
much as their style and will retain
their beauty and performance
characteristics for years to come.

It is however, our obsession with
attention to detail that really
differentiates our Designer Range
from the mainstream.

All our showers are treated with
mould inhibitors on the seals to
aid cleaning and have tempered
glass for added strength and
safety. All of our whirlpool baths
offer a luxury bathing depth of
42cm and combine state-of-the-
art technology with a wide range 
of carefully co-ordinated
hydromassage jets which provide
the ultimate bathing experience.

They often say that imitation 
is the sincerest form of flattery
and we should know – other
manufacturers have been trying
to imitate the genuine Jacuzzi®

jet system for years but without
success. Laboratory tests prove
that no other manufacturer
comes close to the deeply
penetrating, massaging power 
of the Jacuzzi® designer jet which
delivers a water flow of 50 litres
per minute mixed with air.

Real luxury is when the things
you can’t see are as beautiful 
and functional as the things 
you can see.

Elements of desire.

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE JACUZZI® DESIGNER RANGE
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WATER—

HEIGHTEN YOUR SENSE OF 
WELL-BEING BY IMMERSING
YOURSELF IN LUXURIOUS 
BATHING PLEASURE
THE JACUZZI® DESIGNER RANGE

1110

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE JACUZZI® DESIGNER RANGE
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Fluid shapes that embrace the body and
stimulate the mind. Immerse yourself in 
the comforting rejuvenating properties of
steam and feel refreshed and invigorated 
by the power of the waterfall.
Our latest showering range is unlike anything
you’ve ever experienced before. A perfect
blend of creativity and technology.

JACUZZI® – SUPERIOR BY DESIGN

Steam Cabins

// Exclusive Jacuzzi® Clearglass coating for ease of cleaning 

// All our steam cabins are multi-functional, offering overhead, body jet 
and hand held showering experiences

// To ensure the ultimate relaxation all our cabins come with seating 
as standard or an optional extra

// Designed and manufactured in Italy for stylish good looks

// An essential oil dispenser allows you to enjoy your favourite 
aromatherapy oils whilst relaxing

// An electronic descaling system keeps your cabin in peak condition

Enclosures

// Exclusive Jacuzzi® Clearglass coating for ease of cleaning

// Concealed fixings for a contemporary streamlined appearance

// A minimum enclosure height of 185cm to enable people of all 
heights to shower in comfort and ensure maximum water retention

// Seals and gaskets are treated with mould inhibitor to aid hygiene 
and ease cleaning

SHOWERING Steam/hydromassage
Cabins

Morphosis Omega 14 - 17

Essteam 18 - 25

Korresia 26 - 29

Enclosures

J-Tower 30 - 33

Petal 34 - 37

Apex 38 - 43

Atreo 44 - 51

13
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MORPHOSIS 
OMEGA

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE  SHOWERING

The ultimate bathroom requires the ultimate shower and 
the Pininfarina designed Omega is the latest addition to 
the Morphosis range – a perfect study in form and function. 
This hydromassage, temperature controlled steam cabin, 
with its raindrop shower system, skin touch cascade and
dramatic sculptural seat in solid Teak, creates a design
statement worthy of the finest bathroom.

Shown with Morphosis ceramics featured on page 120.

1514
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Design Features

Raindrop shower head // steam bath with temperature 
control // container for essential oils // skin touch cascade
running down seat // hand shower // electronic descaling
system // integrated shelf in Blackstone // 2 piece Blackstone
duckboard // thermostatic mixer // shower diverter 
// limescale-prevention membranes on spouts // overhead
interior lighting // Jacuzzi® Clearglass coating for ease of
cleaning // low profile shower tray // brassware in chrome. 

Available left or right handed.

MORPHOSIS 
OMEGA

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

Range Morphosis Omega

Finish White or black

Massage Jets 4 jets, 3 functions, vapourised 
pulsating and continuous

Technology Electronic control panel, 
steam bath

Seat Colour Teak

Size 120 x 100cm

Height 225cm

1716
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ESSTEAM 

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

Step into another world – a world of high performance
showering and hydromassage options designed to suit you
and your mood. From soothing and rejuvenating raindrops
to powerful and invigorating massage jets, exclusive Jacuzzi®

technology envelopes you in water’s vital energy, re-defining
the showering experience forever to create a unique range
of subtly different sensations waiting to be experienced.

Shown with Aruba ceramics featured on page 128.

1918
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ESSTEAM 
140

ESSTEAM 
120

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

Design Features

Steam outlet with essence dispenser // seat // multifunctional
shower head hose and slider rail // 2 Enerjet shower heads
with 3 spray options (tropical, pulsating and rain) // raindrop
shower head // thermostatic mixer and diverter // tempered
safety glass panels, door and roof // Jacuzzi® Clearglass coating
for ease of cleaning // toiletry shelves // Techstone tray //
anodised aluminium column (central position) // frosted glass
wall panels. 

Centre wall version unhanded.

Range Essteam 

Finish Anodised aluminium

Massage Jets 8 vertical/back 
massage jets

Technology Steam bath, electronic 
descaling system

Sizes 140 x 86/100cm

Height 222cm

Range Essteam 

Finish Anodised aluminium

Massage Jets 8 vertical/back 
massage jets

Technology Steam bath, electronic 
descaling system

Sizes 120 x 75/85 x 222cm

Height 222cm

Design Features

Steam outlet with essence dispenser // seat // multifunctional
shower head hose and slider rail // 2 Enerjet shower heads
with 3 spray options (tropical, pulsating and rain) // raindrop
shower head // thermostatic mixer and diverter // tempered
safety glass panels, door and roof // Jacuzzi® Clearglass
coating for ease of cleaning // toiletry shelves // Techstone
tray // anodised aluminium shower column // frosted glass
wall panels.

Available left or right handed.

2120

Right hand version shown Right hand version shown
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ESSTEAM 
90

ESSTEAM 
80 SPHERE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

Design Features

Steam outlet with essence dispenser // seat // multifunctional
shower head hose and slider rail // 2 Enerjet shower heads
with 3 spray options (tropical, pulsating and rain) // raindrop
shower head // thermostatic mixer and diverter // tempered
safety glass panels, door and roof // Jacuzzi® Clearglass
coating for ease of cleaning // toiletry shelves // Techstone
tray // anodised aluminium shower column // frosted glass
wall panels.

Available left or right handed.

Design Features

Steam outlet with essence dispenser // seat // multifunctional
shower head hose and slider rail // 2 Enerjet shower heads
with 3 spray options (tropical, pulsating and rain) // raindrop
shower head // thermostatic mixer and diverter // tempered
safety glass panels, door and roof // Jacuzzi® Clearglass
coating for ease of cleaning // toiletry shelves // Techstone
tray // anodised aluminium shower column // frosted glass
wall panels.

2322

Range Essteam 

Finish Anodised aluminium

Massage Jets 8 vertical/back 
massage jets

Technology Steam bath, electronic 
descaling system

Sizes 90/100 x 90/100cm 

Height 222cm

Range Essteam 

Finish Anodised aluminium

Massage Jets 8 vertical/back 
massage jets

Technology Steam bath, electronic 
descaling system

Sizes 80/100 x 80/100cm

Height 222cm

Right hand version shown

Raindrop shower head

Steam outlet and seat

Body jets and shelves
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ESSTEAM 
YOUNG

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

Range Essteam

Finish Chrome profile

Massage Jets 8 x Vertical hydromassage jets

Technology Electronic de-scaling system,
steam bath (option)

Column Colours Red or aluminium

Sizes 75/70 x 100/90cm

Height 226cm

2524

Left hand version shown Left hand version shown

Design Features

Wall panels with frosted glass // Jacuzzi® Clearglass coating 
for ease of cleaning // waterfall // shoulder shower cascade
// handheld shower // acrylic shelf // slimline hand shower
// limescale prevention membranes on spouts // pivot 
door with chrome handle. 

Steam Option also includes

Foldaway white seat // self-draining opaline roof //
container for essential oils // available left or right handed.

Optional Extra

Techstone duckboard.

Vertical hydromassage jets

Waterfall shower effectHandheld shower
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KORRESIA

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

Korresia is a sleek, contemporary shower and steam 
cabin that will look at home in any modern bathroom setting.

Indulge yourself in the multiple showering options that 
include 8 hydromassage jets, overhead raindrop and shoulder
cascade. The steam version features electronic de-scaling, 
alarm and an aromatherapy oil dispenser for pure 
relaxation and rejuvenation.

2726

Right hand version shown

Diverter

Raindrop shower head

Shoulder cascade and raindrop shower
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KORRESIA

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

Design Features

Hand shower on a riser rail, // thermostatic mixer // large
30cm raindrop overhead shower // shoulder cascade //
acrylic shower tray // glass walls.

Available left or right handed.

Steam Option also includes

Alarm // clear roof // aromatherapy oil dispenser // 
clear seat. 

Optional Extras

Clear seat (for non steam version) // white duckboard.

Range Korresia

Finish Chrome profile

Massage Jets 8 hydromassage jets

Technology Electronic de-scaling system,
steam bath (option)

Column Colours White, silver or black

Sizes 90 x 70cm, 100 x 75cm, 120 x 80cm

Height 222cm non steam
226cm steam

2928

Shower column with duckboard Column with body jets
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J-TOWER

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

The tower column concept was developed to meet the 
needs of discerning users wanting a mix of style and beautiful
ergonomics. The J-Tower cleverly integrates the centrepiece
shower column into the support structure to provide a
fabulously unique enclosure. A choice of two columns 
provides invigorating showering and massaging options 
whilst the choice of walk-in or wave enclosures offers 
door free access or total enclosure.

3130

Column Option 1

Height Adjustable shower 
head, hose and riser rail

Column Option 2

Height adjustable shower 
head, hose and riser rail 
4 directional massaging body 
jets Thermostatic control

Left hand version shown
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ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

3332

J-TOWER
WAVE

J-TOWER
WALK-IN

Design Features

Versions available to fit into a corner or into a recess // 
all glass sections are made from tempered 6mm safety 
glass // shower tray with high volume waste removal

Available left or right handed

Optional Extra

Tray panel and leg set for raised installation

Design Features

Versions available to fit into a corner or into a recess // 
all glass sections are made from tempered 6mm safety 
glass // shower tray with high volume waste removal.

Available left or right handed.

Optional Extra

Tray panel and leg set for raised installation.

Range J-Tower

Finish Chrome

Column Colours Polished chrome 
and satin mix

Sizes 120 x 90/95.6cm

Height 210cm with tray
220.5cm with tray
and panel

Range J-Tower

Finish Chrome

Column Colours Polished chrome 
and satin mix

Sizes 168.5 x 70cm
140/120 x 90cm

Height 210.8cm with tray
221.8cm with tray
and panel

Right hand version shown

Left hand version shown

Left hand version shown Left hand version shown
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PETAL

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

Unique, distinctive and stylish, Petal enclosures are ideal 
for creating a minimalist walk-in enclosure in a variety 
of bathroom settings. The beautiful unadorned curved 
panels overlap with each other when viewed from 
certain angles, hence the name.

Petal enclosures with anti-bacterial, solid surface trays 
are available in two sizes 150 x 90cm and 170 x 90cm.

3534
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ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

3736

PETAL 
RECESS
WALK-IN

PETAL 
CORNER 
WALK-IN

Design Features

8mm safety glass – self-supporting solid surface tray 
in white with unique waste cover and glass to tray,
silicon-free fixing system // Jacuzzi® Clearglass coating 
for ease of cleaning.

Available left or right handed.

Design Features

8mm safety glass – self-supporting, solid surface tray 
in white with unique waste cover and glass to tray, 
silicon-free fixing system // Jacuzzi® Clearglass coating 
for ease of cleaning.

Available left or right handed.

Range Petal 

Finish Bright polished silver

Size 150 x 90cm
170 x 90cm

Height 195cm
201cm (with tray)

Brassware featured Nexus showering

Range Petal 

Finish Bright polished silver

Size 150 x 90cm
170 x 90cm

Height 195cm
201cm (with tray)

Brassware featured Nexus showering

Left hand version shown

Chrome fixings hold the glass in place

Left hand version shown Waste cover
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APEX

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

Effortlessly stylish, Apex has to be the last word in
frameless linear design. Apex is a range of flat panels that
feature a unique glass to tray fixing system and come in a
range of sizes making them ideal for creating a variety of
walk-in, corner, recess and freestanding enclosures.

Bright polished silver profiles and brackets add to the
super clean modernist look.

3938
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ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

4140

APEX
CORNER
WALK-IN

APEX
CORNER
WALK-IN
(SIDE ENTRY)

Design Features

Flat glass panels twinned with sculptural solid surface trays 
// 8mm glass on panels // 10mm on returns // UV bonded 
return panels for strength and a streamlined edge // Jacuzzi®

Clearglass coating for ease of cleaning // solid surface tray 
with concealed waste // bracket with integral towel or robe
hook both inside and outside enclosure for hanging products.

Available left or right handed.

Design Features

Flat glass panels twinned with sculptural solid surface trays 
// 8mm glass on panels // 10mm on returns // optional UV 
bonded return // Jacuzzi® Clearglass coating for ease of 
cleaning // solid surface tray with concealed waste // 
bracket with integral towel or robe hook both inside 
and outside enclosure for hanging products.

Available left or right handed.

Range Apex 

Finish Bright polished silver

Size 140 x 90cm
170 x 90cm

Height 195cm
201cm (with tray)

Brassware featured Kanya showering

Range Apex 

Finish Bright polished silver

Size 140 x 90cm

Height 195cm
201cm (with tray)

Brassware featured Kanya showering

Right hand version shown Left hand version shown Robe hooks 

Concealed waste
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ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

4342

APEX 
RECESS
WALK-IN

APEX
WALK 
THROUGH

Design Features

Flat glass panels twinned with sculptural solid surface 
trays // 8mm glass on panels // 10mm on returns // 
UV bonded return panels // Jacuzzi® Clearglass coating 
for ease of cleaning // solid surface tray with concealed 
waste // bright polished silver profiles and bracket // 
bracket with integral towel or robe hook both inside 
and outside enclosure for hanging products.

Available left or right handed.

Design Features

Flat glass panels twinned with sculptural solid surface trays 
// 8mm glass on panels // 10mm on returns // optional UV 
bonded return panels // Jacuzzi® Clearglass coating for ease 
of cleaning // solid surface tray with concealed waste // 
bracket with integral towel or robe hook both inside 
and outside enclosure for hanging products.

Range Apex 

Finish Bright polished silver

Size 140 x 90cm
170 x 90cm

Height 195cm
201cm (with tray)

Brassware featured Kanya showering

Range Apex 

Finish Bright polished silver

Size 140 x 90cm

Height 195cm
201cm (with tray)

Brassware featured Kanya showering

Left hand version shown
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ATREO

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

Atreo is an exciting wet room concept designed to be both
beautiful and adaptable.

There are two sub categories within the Atreo range; all are
distinguished by the overhead bracket. The walk-in range
encompasses a striking walk through and all models have 
a pivoting deflector. Many configurations can be achieved as 
the side and front panels are not linked allowing flexibility
when positioning the enclosure within the bathroom.

The hinged range encompasses flat doors and quadrants.

4544
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ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

4746

ATREO 
150 WALK
THROUGH

ATREO 
RECESS 
WALK-IN

Design Features

6mm glass with Jacuzzi® Clearglass coating for ease of
cleaning // pivoting curved panels allow you to further
open up your walk through.

Design Features

6mm safety glass with Jacuzzi® Clearglass coating for ease
of cleaning // pivoting curved panel opens up the entry 
space further // a clever wall profile system ensures that
potentially unsightly adjustments to the enclosure take
place behind the stylish matt silver wall post, maintaining 
a perfect appearance to your enclosure.

Available left or right handed.

Range Atreo 

Finish Silken matt silver

Size 150 x 90cm

Height 208cm

Range Atreo

Finish Silken matt silver

Size 95 x 90cm

Height 208cm

Left hand version shown
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ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

4948

ATREO 
CORNER 
WALK-IN 

ATREO 
RECESS 
HINGED 
DOOR

Design Features

UV bonded towel rail on side panels eliminates dirt traps
on inside of enclosure // 6mm safety glass with Jacuzzi®

Clearglass coating for ease of cleaning // pivoting curved
panel opens up the entry space further // the 90cm side
panel can be positioned freely to create a 140 x 90cm or
150 x 90cm showering area so you can vary your access
width and the size of drying area.

Available left or right handed.

Design Features

6mm glass with Jacuzzi® Clearglass coating for ease of
cleaning // a clever wall profile system ensures that any
potentially unsightly adjustments to the enclosure take
place behind the stylish matt silver wall post, maintaining 
a perfect appearance to your enclosure // cushioned
magnetic door closure.

Range Atreo 

Finish Silken matt silver

Size 95 x 90cm

Height 208cm

Range Atreo 

Finish Silken matt silver

Size 90 x 90cm
100 x 80cm
120 x 80cm

Height 208cm

Left hand version shownLeft hand version shown
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ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SHOWERING

5150

ATREO
CORNER
HINGED 
DOOR

ATREO
QUADRANT

Design Features

UV bonded towel rail on side panels eliminates dirt 
traps on inside enclosure // 6mm glass with Jacuzzi®

Clearglass coating for ease of cleaning // a clever 
wall profile system ensures that any potentially unsightly
adjustments to the enclosure take place behind the 
stylish matt silver wall post, maintaining a perfect
appearance to your enclosure // cushioned magnetic 
door closure.

Design Features

UV bonded towel rail on side panels eliminates dirt 
traps on inside enclosure // 6mm glass with Jacuzzi®

Clearglass coating for ease of cleaning // a clever wall
profile system ensures that any potentially unsightly
adjustments to the enclosure take place behind the stylish
matt silver wall post, maintaining a perfect appearance to
your enclosure // matching tray available // cushioned 
magnetic door closure.

Available left or right handed.

Range Atreo 

Finish Silken matt silver

Sizes 90 x 90cm
100/120 x 80cm

Height 208cm

Range Atreo 

Finish Silken matt silver

Sizes 90/100 x 55cm radius
90 x 90cm
100 x 100cm

Height 208cm

Left hand version shown Right hand version shown UV bonded towel rail

Adjustable support bracket
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BATHS Anima 54 - 55

Ardore 56 - 57

Aura Uno 58 - 59

Morphosis 60 - 61

Define 62 - 63

From high gloss curvaceous contours, to 
ergonomically perfect linear shapes, lie back, 
close your eyes and let yourself drift away in 
the sumptuous bathing experience that only 
a Jacuzzi® bath can provide.
Our baths are as beautifully simple as bathing
itself. Simply relax and feel the rigours of the
day melt away.

JACUZZI® – SUPERIOR BY DESIGN

// Luxury European bathing depth (42cm min) allows full 
body immersion for deeper relaxation

// A luxury headrest is available as standard or an optional extra 
for even greater comfort

// A fully encapsulated base panel to add strength and rigidity 
and prevent water ingress

// A full leg set gives added strength and support to the rim 
and where available acrylic panels give rigidity to the bath

// Adjustable feet help to combat uneven floors

52 53
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BATHS

55

Design Features

Fully encapsulated for strength and rigidity // 2 headrests // comes 
in a choice of Teak, Wenge or Urban wood finishes.

Optional Extra

4 piece brassware set.

Range Anima

Finish White

Size 190 x 100cm

Height 60cm

ANIMA 
FREESTANDING

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

54

Cocoon yourself from the noise and stress of the 
outside world in the protective shell that is the Anima
freestanding bath. This generously proportioned bath
allows total immersion of the body whilst the visible 
Teak, Wenge or Urban wood frame raises the bath 
slightly to create a truly regal bathing experience.

Urban wood

Wood Colour Options

Teak

Wenge

As wood is a natural material, any
inconsistencies in the colour or
changes over time are considered
part of its natural beauty.
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BATHS

ARDORE 
FREESTANDING

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

5756

The Ardore concept redefines the freestanding bath
turning it into something to behold and the centrepiece 
of even the most stylish bathroom. With it’s sleek lines,
two tone finish and distinctive shape the Ardore features 
a luxury bathing depth that allows total immersion and 
a gel backrest adds to the bathing experience.

Design Features

Gel backrest // deep and wide bathing experience // two tone, white
bath, black gloss panel.

Range Ardore

Finish White/black

Size 193 x 94cm

Height 68cm
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BATHS

AURA 
UNO

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Soft headrest // concealed overflow // luxury bathing depth.

Optional Extra

4 piece brassware set.

Range Aura

Finish White

Deck Colours Teak, Wenge

Optional Upgrade Italian marble

Size 180 x 90cm

Height 66cm

Beautiful to look at and wonderfully versatile the Aura
Uno can be sunk into the floor, raised decking or platform.
You can be sure that the Aura Uno will look just as good
in whatever surround you choose, Teak, Wenge or one of
three stylish Italian marble finishes. The concealed overflow
under the surround enhances it’s sleek lines further.

5958

Marble Colour Options

Carrara white

Medea stone

Absolute black granite

Wood Colour Options

Teak

Wenge

As wood is a natural material, any
inconsistencies in the colour or
changes over time are considered
part of its natural beauty.
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BATHS

MORPHOSIS 
FREESTANDING

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Totally seamless finish // superior strength // wide tap platform.

Optional Extra

4 piece brassware set.

Range Morphosis

Finish White

Size 190 x 95cm

Height 60cm

With its soft flowing contemporary contours and
outstanding strength the Morphosis Freestanding bath is
the perfect complement to the Morphosis suite featured
on pages 120 - 123 and will provide a dramatic sense of
theatre to almost any bathroom setting.

6160
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BATHS

DEFINE 
FREESTANDING

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Totally seamless finish // superior strength // headrest with gel 
cushion technology (also available in blue and orange) // luxury 
bathing depth.

Range Define

Finish White

Size 188 x 94cm

Height 70cm

Inspired by geometric shapes the seamless Define
Freestanding bath would suit any of the suites in the
Jacuzzi® Designer Range. However, its contemporary 
shape lends itself particularly well to the Nexus range
featured on pages 116 - 119. The extra depth of this 
bath combined with the gel cushion headrest provides 
a luxuriously deep bathing experience.

6362
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Lie back and immerse yourself in the warm
sensual feeling that only a true Jacuzzi®

hydromassage can provide as invisible 
hands deeply massage every inch of your
body – relaxing, soothing, regenerating.
The healers of India call it Prana, the
restorative energy that resides in water 
and air, it’s also the power behind the 
genuine Jacuzzi® whirlpool system used
throughout our whirlpool baths.

JACUZZI® – SUPERIOR BY DESIGN

Whirlpool Baths

// Designed and manufactured in Italy for stylish good looks

// Jets are positioned to perfectly target the main muscle groups on the body

// Our jets circulate large volumes of water at low pressure for a powerful massage 
and outstanding performance

// Fully adjustable jets allow personalisation of your massage to target your preferred 
body area

// Rigid pipe work ensures that the bath drains completely to prevent standing water

// Baths are wet tested in our factory to ensure they arrive in perfect working order

// Supported by a steel chassis for strength and rigidity, with adjustable feet 
to combat uneven floors

// Jacuzzi® sanitising solution is available as optional extra

// An automatic switch off system activates after 20 minutes to allow you to forget 
about time and enjoy your hydromassage

// A luxury headrest is available as standard or an optional extra for even 
greater comfort

// Jacuzzi® Designer whirlpool baths feature the most powerful whirlpool 
system. A 1.2hp pump circulates 50 litres of water mixed with air per minute 
for a deeply penetrating massage

// Jacuzzi® Designer whirlpool baths are designed and moulded to hold the 
jets in the correct position ensuring the water flows along the body delivering
a perfect hydromassage

// Jacuzzi® Designer jets are self closing to prevent any transfer of bathing products
into the pipework

64

WHIRLPOOL BATHS Morphosis

Morphosis Alpha 68 - 69

Morphosis Gamma 70 - 71

Rectangular Baths

Aquasoul Double 72 - 72

Aquasoul Single 73 - 73

Thalis 74 - 74

Oslo 75 - 75

Janus 76 - 76

Hexis 77 - 77

Retreat 78 - 78

Alvor 79 - 79

Thya 80 - 80

Theris 81 - 81

Aspesia 82 - 83

Inset Baths

Aura Plus 84 - 85

Gemini Inset 86 - 87

Aura Uno 88 - 89

Elipsa 90 - 90

Opalia 91 - 91

Corner Baths

Aquasoul Offset 92 - 93

Gemini Corner 94 - 95

Aura Corner 160 96 - 97

Aura Corner 140 98 - 99

Celtia 100 - 101

Aulica 102 - 103

J.Sha Baths

J.Sha Mi 104 - 105

J.Sha Compact 106 - 107

Twins

J-Twin 108 - 108

Amea Twin 109 - 109

Twin Tower 110 - 110

Aulica Twin 111 - 111
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Fluid shapes that embrace the body and inspire the
mind. A harmonious blend of creativity and leading
edge hydrotherapy technology that goes way
beyond mere bubbles.

Often imitated but never
bettered, there is only one
genuine Jacuzzi® jet system,
delivering very high volumes 
of water mixed with 
air to give you the ultimate
hydrotherapy experience.

THE SUPREMACY OF
THE JACUZZI® JETS:
LABORATORY PROOF

The best performing jets from
other manufacturers were tested
under laboratory conditions 
and none even came close to 
the deeply penetrating massaging 
power of the Jacuzzi® jet, which
delivers a water flow of an
amazing 50 litres-per-minute
mixed with air.

HOW A GENUINE JACUZZI®

WHIRLPOOL BATH WORKS 
ITS MAGIC

Lie back and you’ll instantly feel
the unmistakably high flow rates
of the Jacuzzi® jets. Warm flowing
‘fingers’ massaging gently yet
deeply, soothing and relaxing
those areas that need it most:
your lumbar region, legs and hips.
Here’s what’s actually happening:

The warm, pulsating Jacuzzi® jets
cause blood vessels in the skin
and underlying tissues to dilate.
The increased blood flow allows
cells to take in more oxygen and
nutrition while removing more
waste substances. At the same 
time, surface pores are opened 
to cleanse the skin of impurities.
As a result of this action tired 

muscles are relaxed and restored,
circulation is improved, the feeling
of stiffness in joints is reduced and
skin gets better tone, giving an
outward glow of vitality.

ONLY THE ORIGINAL GIVES 
YOU SO MUCH

As many people who buy inferior
baths discover to their cost,
there’s far more to effective
hydromassage than mere bubbles.
It has taken the innovative genius
of Roy Jacuzzi and over thirty
years of development by his
specialist team to perfect the
health-giving hydromassage of 
a genuine Jacuzzi® whirlpool bath.
Relaxing, refreshing, invigorating,
there’s no other hydromassage
experience even remotely like it.

THE JACUZZI® JETS – WHERE
THE DIFFERENCE BEGINS

Only a genuine Jacuzzi® whirlpool
bath has the unique Jacuzzi®

jets. Unlike others that merely
produce high pressure, the
Jacuzzi® jets massage with high
volumes of water mixed with air.
Only this principle can reproduce
the soothing, deeply penetrating
movements of a masseur’s fingers
by running along the line of your
body. Jets that merely press
against your skin are much less
effective and could even damage
delicate tissue.

ADJUST THE JETS TO REACH
THE RIGHT SPOT

Every Jacuzzi® jet can be swivelled
through 30˚ to direct its power
right to the points you want it.

The flow rates of both water 
and air can also be adjusted 
in each individual jet to suit
personal preference. Unlike most
manufacturers, we build in this
flexibility because no two
people’s hydromassage needs 
are ever quite the same. 

HEALTHY IN EVERY SENSE

The pump, piping and jet system 
in every Jacuzzi® whirlpool bath 
is completely self-draining leaving
it fresh and clean for the next
time it’s used. For your health’s
sake we insist on designing
cleanliness into all our products,
although not strictly necessary for
home use – even the PVC piping
we use is food-grade quality. Most
Jacuzzi® whirlpool baths also have
an optional sanitising system.

A Jacuzzi® jets have been tested 
in laboratory conditions and 
proven to out perform those 
from other manufacturers

B Easy to use controls

C The patented jet system in 
a Jacuzzi® whirlpool bath 
delivers a flow of an amazing 
50 litres of water per minute 
mixed with air

D All Jacuzzi® jets can be moved
through 30º to direct the 
soothing jet right to the 
place you want it

E Aquasoul whirlpool bath 
offers a new silent 
massage system

66 67
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ELEMENTS OF DESIRE JACUZZI® DESIGNER RANGE
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

MORPHOSIS
ALPHA

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage (4 jets) // back massage with rotating
microjets (4 jets) // Cromodream® technology wraps you in soft 
hues, that glow within the bath’s canopy and beneath the water 
in 5 different colours // sanitising system // brassware set.

Range Morphosis

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 8 massage jets

Technology Electronic adjustment of
hydromassage intensity,
Cromodream® lighting, Hi-Fi radio,
Induction charged remote control

Size 231 x 106cm

Height 133cm

Cocoon yourself in the ultimate bathing experience. 
This is no ordinary bath, it’s a space to be at one with 
the free spirit of water, the feel good pleasure of light 
and the soothing properties of music. The design team 
at Pininfarina Design have excelled in bringing you a
choice of hydromassage sensations and ingenious
Cromodream® lighting to suit your mood and create 
the most glamourous whirlpool experience ever.

6968
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

MORPHOSIS
GAMMA

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage (4 jets) // back massage with rotating
microjets (4 jets) // Cromodream® technology wraps you in soft 
hues, that glow within the bath’s canopy and beneath the water 
in 5 different colours // sanitising system // brassware set.

Handed only as shown.

Range Morphosis

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 8 massage jets

Technology Electronic adjustment of
hydromassage intensity,
Cromodream® lighting, Hi-Fi radio,
Induction charged remote control

Size 162 x 158cm

Height 133cm

Soft coloured lights, soothing music and deeply relaxing
hydromassage provided by 4 classic Jacuzzi® jets and 
4 rotating microjets to massage the back. It’s the sensation
and sense of theatre that only the Morphosis range can
provide and the Gamma is no exception with all these
features at the touch of a button on the floating, water
resistant control panel.

7170
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

7372

AQUASOUL
DOUBLE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Aquasoul system // 2 Technogel® headrests – this innovative material 
moulds itself around the shape of the body, guaranteeing personalised
comfort // design and styling allow for double bathing // sanitising system.

Optional Extras

Smooth 1 piece panel // water heater and underwater light.

Range Aquasoul

Finish White

Massage Jets 4 Angled Jacuzzi® jets 
6 Back massage jets

Technology Remote control allowing 
you to choose the intensity 
of the hydromassage system 

Size 190 x 90cm

Height 57cm

Aquasoul is a new concept that offers a choice of 
deeply relaxing massages in addition to the traditional
hydromassage – Silence, Breathe, Renew and Dream, all 
at the touch of a button. An interior depth of 45cm and
the enveloping design optimises the effects of the different
types of massage. A Technogel® headrest ensures your 
total well being and personalised comfort in this oasis 
of relaxation.

AQUASOUL
SINGLE

Design Features

Aquasoul system // 1 Technogel® headrest – this innovative material
moulds itself around the shape of the body, guaranteeing personalised
comfort // sanitising system.

Optional Extras

Smooth 1 piece panel // water heater and underwater light.

Range Aquasoul

Finish White

Massage Jets 4 Angled Jacuzzi® jets, 
3 Back massage jets

Technology Remote control allowing 
you to choose the intensity 
of the hydromassage system 

Size 170 x 70cm

Height 57cm

Silence: relax with a delicate, 
low noise hydromassage evoking
the spirit of the sea, with the
gentle sound of water lapping 
at the shore.

Dream: all the massaging
sensations you have always
dreamed of in an extraordinarily
gentle and toning combination. 
A sequence that varies in a gradual
cyclic way, going from a gentle
caress to a beneficial embrace.

Breathe: synchronise your
breathing to the slow, harmonious
rhythm of the flow of water that
envelops your body, while a wave
of vitality restores your inner
harmony and well-being.

Renew: a vigorous and energy
boosting hydromassage to renew
your vital energy. The programme
includes modification of the jets,
adjusting their effect on the vital
points of your body throughout
the sequence.

Remote control 
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

7574

THALIS

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

5 piece brassware set including a hand-held shower with 3 spray 
patterns // underwater light and sanitising system // panel with 
integral towel rail and seat holder // chrome trim kit // soft headrest.

Available left or right handed.

Range Thalis

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system, 
3 rotating back jets

Technology Jacuzzi® diverter: switches 
massage between back 
and legs/feet

Deck Colours Teak, Wenge

Size 190 x 100cm

Height 60cm

The versatility and practicality of Thalis means it’s the only
Whirlpool bath you’ll ever need. It’s larger proportions
provides room to relax and enjoy the hydromassage
provided by the 5 Jacuzzi® jets whilst the 3 rotating 
jets get to work on your back, massaging and soothing.
Thalis comes complete with a soft headrest, integral towel
holder and deck seat for added comfort and practicality.

OSLO

Design Features

Soft headrest // chrome trim kit // front panel.

Available left or right handed.

Optional Extras

Underwater light and sanitising system // 4 piece brassware set.

Range Oslo

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system, 
3 rotating back jets

Size 180 x 85cm

Height 57cm

With its ergonomically shaped bathing area Oslo is
luxuriously deep and wide, while its slightly offset design
tapers towards one end, providing added flexibility when
planning and designing the bathroom. It’s 5 jet Jacuzzi®

whirlpool system and 3 rotating back jets provide all the
hydromassage you’ll ever want.
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

7776

JANUS

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Double ended bath // 2 soft headrests // 2 hand grips // integral footrests //
front panel // chrome trim kit.

Optional Extras

Underwater light and sanitising system // 4 piece brassware set // end panel.

Range Janus

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 6 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system

Size 180 x 80cm

Height 57cm

Share the unique experience of soothing hydromassage in
Janus. This clever bath with its double-ended design and two
soft headrests, means that two people can share the 6 jet
Jacuzzi® whirlpool system and the bath will fit comfortably
into almost any bathroom space.

HEXIS

Design Features

Soft headrest // chrome trim kit.

Available left or right handed.

Optional Extras

Underwater light and sanitising system with 4 piece brassware set //
front panel // end panel.

Range Hexis

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 4 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system, 
4 rotating back jets

Size 180 x 80cm

Height 57cm

For those who like their bath a little more generous in size,
Hexis is the ideal choice. The interior is perfectly contoured
to make the most of the 4 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system
and allow the 4 rotating back jets to do their work making
the most of the additional volume of water.
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

7978

RETREAT

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Soft headrest // chrome trim kit // front panel.

Available left or right handed.

Optional Extras

Underwater light and sanitising system // 4 piece brassware set // 
end panel.

Range Retreat

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system, 
3 rotating back jets

Size 170 x 85cm

Height 57cm

With it’s bow fronted design there’s no mistaking 
the Retreat, however it’s not just purely aesthetic. 
The additional water volume means the 5 jet 
Jacuzzi® whirlpool system can deliver a more 
powerful experience while you stretch out 
widthways and relax.

ALVOR

Design Features

Full size showering area // chrome trim kit // front panel

Available left or right handed.

Optional Extras

Frameless curved glass shower screen // bath overflow filler kit // 
end panel.

Range Alvor

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system

Size 168.5 x 82.3cm

Height 60cm

The Alvor’s unique design incorporates the best of both
worlds – a superb 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system and 
a spacious showering area within the bathscreen. Ideal 
for smaller bathrooms or where space is at a premium.
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THYA

Design Features 

Soft headrest // front panel // chrome trim kit.

Available left or right handed.

Optional Extras

Underwater light and sanitising system // 4 piece brassware set // 
end panel.

Range Thya

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system
3 rotating back jets

Size 170 x 75cm

Height 57cm

The traditional footprint of Thya means that it’s ideal for
smaller bathrooms and will fit into almost any scheme. 
That doesn’t mean that features have been compromised
however and with its 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system and 
3 rotating back jets Thya is still capable of delivering a unique
hydromassage experience.

THERIS

Design Features

Soft headrest // chrome trim kit.

Available left or right handed.

Optional Extras

Underwater light and sanitising system // 4 piece brassware set // 
end panel // front panel.

Range Theris

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system

Size 180 x 90cm

Height 60cm

Simple but stylish, with its soft headrest and 5 jet Jacuzzi®

whirlpool system it’s sensual hydromassage is the perfect
way to end even the toughest of days. Just lie back, close
your eyes and drift away.

8180

WHIRLPOOL BATHSELEMENTS OF DESIRE
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

ASPESIA

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Double ended bath // chrome trim kit.

Optional Extras

Underwater light and sanitising system // 4 piece brassware set // 
end panel // front panel.

Range Aspesia

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 6 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system

Size 180 x 90cm

Height 60cm

The double ended aspect of the Aspesia with its generous
proportions means that two can enjoy the 6 jet Jacuzzi®

whirlpool system as they massage and restore tired, 
aching muscles. Optional front and side panels provide 
the flexibility of choosing between a conventional bath 
or the option of a more glamourous inset bath.

8382
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

AURA
PLUS

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

2 Soft headrests // sanitising system // 5 piece brassware set including 
a hand-held shower with 3 spray patterns // chrome trim kit.

Optional Extras

Built-in water heater and underwater light.

Range Aura

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 6 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system, 
7 rotating back jets.

Technology Jacuzzi® diverter: switches massage 
between back and legs/feet

Deck Colours Teak, Wenge

Optional Upgrade Italian marble

Size 180 x 150cm

Height 66cm

The Aura Plus is like having a mini oasis – a place for 
you and a partner to retreat and let the rigours of the 
day evaporate. The bath allows two people to enjoy 
deep immersion. In addition choose from two therapeutic
hydromassage options using 6 classic Jacuzzi® jets and for 
a tired lumbar region rotating back jets. The deck is available
in two striking wood options as well as three choices of
Italian marble.

8584

Marble Colour Options

Carrara white

Medea stone

Absolute 
black granite

Wood Colour Options

Teak

Wenge

As wood is a natural material, any
inconsistencies in the colour or
changes over time are considered
part of its natural beauty.
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

GEMINI
INSET

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Double headrest // footrest // 2 handles // 2 x 4 piece brassware set 
// underwater light and sanitising system // chrome trim kit.

Range Gemini

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 6 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system, 
12 rotating back jets

Size 180cm diameter

Height 57cm

For those who like their space the Gemini inset is the
perfect combination of a luxuriously large circular bath 
with a unique hydromassage system. 12 rotating back jets
provide a deeply penetrating massage just where you need 
it and you can switch on the massage to your feet and 
legs whenever you want. The double headrest, underwater
lighting and sanitising system ensure this bath is the
complete package.

8786

Gemini Corner see page 95
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

AURA
UNO

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Soft headrest // 5 piece brassware set including a hand-held shower
with 3 spray patterns // underwater light and sanitising system // 
chrome trim kit.

Available left hand version only.

Range Aura

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system, 
3 rotating back jets.

Technology Jacuzzi® diverter: switches massage 
between back and legs/feet

Deck Colours Teak, Wenge

Optional Upgrade Italian marble

Size 180 x 90cm

Height 66cm

The Aura Uno oozes style and sophistication with it’s
sunken design, clean lines and choice of Teak, Wenge 
or Italian marble deck – it’s also packed with features 
and will delight even the most demanding lover of 
bathing. The bath provides total body immersion 
as the two different experiences provided by the 
5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system and 3 rotating back 
jets work their soothing magic.

8988

Marble Colour Options

Carrara white

Medea stone

Absolute 
black granite

Wood Colour Options

Teak

Wenge

As wood is a natural material, any
inconsistencies in the colour or
changes over time are considered
part of its natural beauty.
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

9190

ELIPSA

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

2 soft headrests // 4 piece brassware set // double ended bath 
// chrome trim kit.

Optional Extra

Underwater light and sanitising system.

Range Elipsa

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 6 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system

Size 210 x 100cm

Height 57cm

The Elipsa, influenced by the natural geometric shapes of 
the ocean, is strikingly elegant and is in perfect harmony 
with the deeply relaxing hydromassage experience that it
provides. Its 6 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system and two soft 
headrests combine to provide bathing pleasure like no other.

OPALIA

Design Features

Double ended bath // integral armrests // chrome trim kit.

Optional Extras

Underwater light and sanitising system // 4 piece brassware set.

Range Opalia

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 6 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system

Size 190 x 110cm

Height 57cm

For many the Opalia, with it’s sunken style represents the
true embodiment of the classic Jacuzzi® whirlpool bath.
Imagine yourself and a partner stepping down into the
deep warm water of Opalia and letting the 6 jet Jacuzzi®

whirlpool system help you unwind. Integral armrests add 
to the comfort and relaxation that this bath provides.
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

AQUASOUL
OFFSET CORNER

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Aquasoul system // Technogel® headrest – this innovative material
moulds itself around the shape of the head and neck guaranteeing
personalised comfort // sanitising system.

Optional Extras

Smooth 1 piece panel // water heater and underwater light.

Range Aquasoul

Finish White

Massage Jets 4 Angled Jacuzzi® jets 
3 Back massage jets

Technology Remote control allowing you to 
choose your hydromassage sequence
and operate the sanitising system 

Size 150 x 100cm

Height 57cm

The Aquasoul bath concept is like having four baths in 
one. A remote control allows you to choose one of 
four relaxing hydromassages; silence, breathe, renew 
and dream; from slow, gentle and toning to vigorous 
and deeply penetrating the choice is yours, at the 
touch of a button. The built in sanitising system, optional
underwater lighting and Technogel® headrest ensure 
your total well-being.

9392

Remote control 
Silence: relax with a delicate, 
low noise hydromassage evoking 
the spirit of the sea, with the 
gentle sound of water lapping 
at the shore.

Dream: all the massaging sensations
you have always dreamed of in 
an extraordinarily gentle and 
toning combination. A sequence 
that varies in a gradual cyclic way,
going from a gentle caress to 
a beneficial embrace.

Breathe: synchronise your breathing
to the slow, harmonious rhythm 
of the flow of water that envelops
your body, while a wave of vitality
restores your inner harmony and
well-being.

Renew: a vigorous and energy
boosting hydromassage to renew
your vital energy. The programme
includes modification of the jets,
adjusting their effect on the vital
points of your body throughout 
the sequence.
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

GEMINI
CORNER

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Double headrest // footrest // 2 handles // 2 x 4 piece brassware set 
// underwater light and sanitising system // Chrome trim kit // 3 piece 
front panel.

Range Gemini

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 6 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system, 
12 rotating back jets.

Size 182 x 160cm

Height 57cm

Like its cousin, the Gemini Inset, this is a bath for those
who like their space – the perfect combination of a
luxuriously large circular bath with a unique hydromassage
system. 12 rotating back jets provide deeply penetrating
massage just where you need it but then you can switch
the massage to your feet and legs whenever you want. 
The three piece front panel ensures the bath can be
located in a corner position for additional flexibility.

9594

Gemini Inset see page 86
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

AURA
CORNER 160

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Integrated ergonomic seat // 2 soft headrests // 4 piece brassware set //
underwater light and sanitising system // overflow concealed below the
deck // built in water heater // chrome trim kit.

Optional Extra

Matching panels for freestanding installation.

Range Aura

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 6 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system
10 rotating back jets

Technology Jacuzzi® diverter: switches massage 
between back and legs/feet

Deck Colours Teak, Wenge

Optional Upgrade Italian marble

Size 160 x 160cm

Height 60cm

The Aura Corner with its choice of Teak, Wenge or 
finest Italian marble deck oozes the same sense of 
style and sophistication as the Aura Uno but provides 
deep immersion for two people. It will delight even 
the most demanding of bathers as the bath produces 
two different experiences provided by the 6 jet Jacuzzi®

whirlpool system and 10 rotating back jets – added
flexibility and comfort is provided by the integrated
ergonomic seat and built-in water heater.

9796

Marble Colour Options

Carrara white

Medea stone

Absolute 
black granite

Wood Colour Options

Teak

Wenge

As wood is a natural material, any
inconsistencies in the colour or
changes over time are considered
part of its natural beauty.
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

AURA
CORNER 140

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Integrated ergonomic seat // soft headrest // 4 piece brassware set 
// underwater light and sanitising system // overflow concealed below
the deck // chrome trim kit.

Optional Extra

Matching panels for freestanding installation.

   Range Aura

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system
3 rotating back jets

Technology Jacuzzi® diverter: switches massage 
between back and legs/feet

Deck Colours Teak, Wenge

Optional Upgrade Italian marble

Size 140 x 140cm

Height 60cm

The Aura Corner 140 with its smaller footprint means 
it’s a practical option even in modest sized bathrooms. 
With its Teak, Wenge or Italian marble deck, 5 jet Jacuzzi®

whirlpool system and 3 rotating back jets, water level
ergonomic seat and soft backrest it’s the perfect place 
to relax or enjoy a sensual, deeply relaxing hydromassage.

9998

Marble Colour Options

Carrara white

Medea stone

Absolute black
granite

Wood Colour Options

Teak

Wenge

As wood is a natural material, any
inconsistencies in the colour or
changes over time are considered
part of its natural beauty.
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

CELTIA

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Integral seat // chrome trim kit // soft headrest // front panel.

Optional Extras

Underwater light and sanitising system // 4 piece brassware set.

Range Celtia

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 4 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system, 
6 rotating back jets

Size 150 x 150cm

Height 57cm

The Celtia with its eye catching corner profile and integral
seat is the ideal place to unwind and let the 4 jet Jacuzzi®

whirlpool system do its work. In addition 6 rotating back
jets provide deeply relaxing massage to the lower back
area while you let the stresses and strains of the day 
drift away.

101100
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

AULICA

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Integral seat // integral footrest // front panel // chrome trim kit.

Optional Extras

Underwater light and sanitising system // 4 piece brassware set.

Range Aulica

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system

Size 165 x 100cm

Height 57cm

The Aulica is a corner whirlpool bath with a difference. 
It’s footprint provides ample space to enjoy the pleasures
of its 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system but it takes up hardly
any more room than a traditional bath making it ideal for
smaller spaces. An integral seat and foot rest add to the
the comfort factor that the Aulica provides.

103102
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

J.SHA
MI

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Underwater light and sanitising system // 5 piece brassware set //
remote control // white or grey headrests // chrome trim kit.

Available left or right handed.

Range J.Sha

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 4 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system,
32 Shiatsu jets

Technology Built in radio, controlled
by remote control

Size 180 x 90cm

Height 60cm

Shiatsu massage combines the principles of Chinese 
and Japanese techniques to help restore the body’s
internal equilibrium. The J Sha Mi fuses this with 
modern technology to provide a deeply revitalising
bathing experience thanks to 32 strategically placed
Shiatsu jets and a 4 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system. 
A remote controlled radio and underwater lighting
provide the finishing touches.

105104
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

J.SHA
COMPACT

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Sanitising system // 4 piece brassware set // ergonomically 
positioned head support // 2 hand grips // front panel // 
end panel // chrome trim kit.

Available left or right handed.

Range J.Sha

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 4 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system,
32 Shiatsu jets

Technology Electronic control panel,
sanitising system

Size 180 x 80cm

Height 60cm

J. Sha Compact has a similar footprint to that of a
traditional bath and means that all the benefits of 
Shiatsu massage and the Jacuzzi® whirlpool system 
can be yours in a compact, stylish package. The 
bath also includes an ergonomically positioned 
head support, electronic control panel and integral 
hand grips for added comfort.

107106
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

J-TWIN

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Soft headrest // integral armrests // front panel // end panel //
multifunction shower head, hose and slider rail // thermostatic 
mixer and diverter // fill spout // full length mirror // 4 shelves //
tempered safety glass panel and door // chrome bath trim kit 

Available left or right handed.

Optional Extra

Underwater light and sanitising system.

Range J-Twin

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system, 
8 vertical massage jets

Size 170 x 70cm
(86cm at widest point)

Height 216cm

If you’re looking for the benefits of a Jacuzzi® whirlpool 
bath and shower enclosure look no further than the 
Twin Series. The J-Twin provides a 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool
system in the bath together with 8 vertical hydromassage
jets in the shower enclosure in one combined unit with 
a footprint similar to that of a traditional bath.

AMEA
TWIN

Design Features

Integral headrest // integral armrests // front panel // end panel 
// multifunction shower head, hose and slider rail // thermostatic 
mixer and diverter // fill spout // full length mirror // 4 shelves //                 
1 fixed and 1 sliding tempered safety glass panel // chrome bath trim kit.

Available left or right handed.

Optional Extra

Underwater light and sanitising system.

Range Amea Twin

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system, 
8 vertical massage jets

Size 180 x 75cm
(86cm at widest point)

Height 219cm

The Amea Twin with its bow fronted design provides 
more water for powerful hydromassage and combines 
the flexibility of a bath with a 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool
system and a versatile shower enclosure featuring 
8 vertical massage jets, integral seat, shelving and 
a full length mirror.

109108
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS

111110

TWIN TOWER
CORNER

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Soft headrest // front panel // end panel // multifunction shower head 
hose and slider rail // thermostatic mixer and diverter // fill spout // 
tempered safety glass panel and door // chrome bath trim kit

Available left or right handed.

Optional Extra

Underwater light and sanitising system.

Range Twin Tower

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system, 
8 vertical massage jets

Sizes 170 x 70cm
(85cm at widest point)
180 x 75cm
(90cm at widest point)

Height 213cm

A 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool bath and tower column featuring
8 vertical massage jets in one remarkable unit. The Twin
Tower Corner offers so much versatility and is designed 
to fit neatly into a corner yet offers a sense of space and
lightness usually associated with much larger enclosures.

AULICA
TWIN

Design Features

Soft headrest // integral seat // front panel // multifunction shower head
hose and slider rail // thermostatic mixer and diverter // fill spout //
tempered safety glass panel and door // chrome bath trim kit

Available left or right handed.

Optional Extra

Underwater light and sanitising system.

Range Aulica

Finish Chrome, white

Massage Jets 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system, 
8 vertical massage jets

Size 165 x 100cm

Height 213cm

The Aulica Twin provides additional open and light
showering space due to the offset corner profile of the
bath. A 5 jet Jacuzzi® whirlpool system and 8 vertical
massage jets and an integral seat provide so many
possibilities for deep, relaxing showering or bathing.
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EARTH—

NATURE’S MATERIALS AND AN
OBSESSION WITH PERFORMANCE
AND DURABILITY THAT’S MORE
THAN SKIN DEEP.
THE JACUZZI® DESIGNER RANGE

112 113

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE JACUZZI® DESIGNER RANGE
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SUITES Nexus 116 - 119

Morphosis 120 - 123

Aura 124 - 127

Aruba 128 - 131

Novello 133 - 135

Medina 136 - 139

Sanctuary 140 - 143

Amari 144 - 147

Natura 148 - 151

115114

Sweepingly beautiful forms gleaming with
perfection beckon with a promise of style,
functionality and sheer glamour, you wouldn’t
expect anything less from the finest bathroom
brand in the world.

Our latest range of suites is fabulously easy 
to live with thanks to subtle features and high
performance components and materials that
simply don’t exist in ordinary bathroom suites.

JACUZZI® – SUPERIOR BY DESIGN

// Jacuzzi® PureGlaze finish for a depth of sparkle and shine that returns 
to a brand new sheen every time it is cleaned

// Hygienic antibacterial and soft close seats as standard or an optional extra

// WC’s fitted with the highest quality Geberit flushing systems

// Boxed rim pans for a more aesthetically pleasing look and ease of cleaning

// Pre-assembled cistern internals ensure an accurate and speedy fit every time

// All sanitaryware is dispatched in high quality packaging for a safe delivery

// All WC’s have a water saving dual flush option
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NEXUS
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SUITES

Taking inspiration from geometric shapes the individual pieces
that make up the Nexus suite interact with one another 
to form a connection that is subtly evident especially when
viewed from above. Combine the Define bath on page 62
with the slim, aerodynamic lines of the pedestals to create 
a truly striking and unique suite.

Add Nexus brassware to complete the look.

117116
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SUITES

NEXUS
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Each of the basins and bidets include four waste 
covers in a choice of red, black, white or chrome 
so all you need do is change your accessories along 
with your waste cover to give a completely new 
look to your bathroom.

A EC DB

GF

H
A 65cm basin with full pedestal

B 70cm deck mounted basin
with countertop (55cm deck
mounted basin also available)

C 45cm deck mounted vanity basin

D 60cm basin with semi pedestal

E 48cm cloakroom basin with 
bottle trap 

F Wall mounted WC pan and bidet

G Close coupled WC pan and
shrouded cistern

H Back to wall WC pan and bidet

119118
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MORPHOSIS 
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SUITES

Bold, decadent and highly desirable the Morphosis suite is 
the ultimate design statement. Styled by Pininfarina, one of 
the world’s leading design houses, Morphosis is a celebration 
of widely curvaceous flowing forms in perfect harmony with 
the free spirit of water. These futuristic pieces combine to 
create a style and sense of theatre that’s unrivalled by any 
other bathroom manufacturer today.

Add Morphosis brassware to complete the look.

121120
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SUITES

MORPHOSIS 
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

There are two different Morphosis basins both have the 
added feature of a subtle ceramic clicker waste cover. 
The Morphosis pan and bidet are exclusive designs that 
echo the organic appeal of the basins to perfection, including 
the integral pan seat which also has quick-release hinges 
and soft-close features as standard. Both are available 
in floor standing or wall mounted versions.

A 80cm basin on high gloss
red countertop

B Wall mounted bidet

C Wall mounted WC pan

D 60cm basin on high gloss
black countertop

E 80cm basin on high gloss
black countertop

F Back to wall bidet

G Back to wall WC pan 

B C F

E

DA

G

123122
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AURA 
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SUITES

Sharp linear shapes combine to create the stunningly distinctive
Aura concept. It’s also just as versatile as it is good looking and
boasts a wide array of basin options and the WC and bidet are
available in wall mounted or back to wall variants. When combined
with one of the Aura whirlpool or non-whirlpool baths the result
is simply breathtaking and is destined to become a modern classic.

Add Aura brassware to complete the look.

125124
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SUITES

AURA 
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

The ground breaking Aura design incorporates four
different installation possibilities. Your chosen basin 
can be deck mounted, recessed, semi-recessed or wall
mounted. Then, a choice of four sizes of the Aura basin
countertop are available. Finally, the option of the under
basin storage unit completes the collection.

A 50cm basin in a 
semi-recessed installation

B 70cm basin in a recessed 
installation with Teak 
basin shelf

C 60cm basin in a semi-recessed
installation with Teak 
basin shelf

D 90cm basin, deck mounted

E 60cm basin, wall mounted

F 2x 50cm basins, semi-recessed 
into the 140cm basin countertop

G 50cm basin, deck mounted on 
the 140cm basin countertop, 
with the under basin storage unit 
in Teak

H Back to wall WC pan and bidet 
(closed coupled pan and cistern 
also available)

I Wall mounted WC pan 
and bidet

A

C

ED

B

H I

F

G

127126
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ARUBA 
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SUITES

Aruba is a perfect fusion of modern design with a hint of
tradition – a combination of contemporary styling with a 
subtle deco influence that produces bold contours and crisp,
squared edges. The chrome overflow is a neat touch that sets
Aruba apart.

Add Vendome brassware to create this look.

129128
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SUITES

ARUBA 
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

The unique Aruba chrome overflow shroud makes 
a distinctive statement in sophisticated pieces. A soft-close
seat is available on all WC’s as an optional extra.

Aruba is equally at home freestanding or wall mounted 
in the continental European tradition. The featured
brassware is Vendome.

A 40cm countertop basin

B 61cm basin and semi pedestal

C 61cm basin deck mounted
Optional collar available

D 61cm basin and pedestal

E 60cm inset vanity basin

F Wall mounted WC pan 
and bidet

G Freestanding / back to 
wall bidet
Close coupled WC pan 
and cistern

H Soft close seat option

I Back to wall WC pan, 
featuring non soft close 
seat option

A B F

C D G H

E I

131130
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NOVELLO 
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SUITES

Novello, with it’s unique and distinctive wrap around rim is
both stylish and functional. It’s a style that’s been adopted
across all the pieces to create a contemporary and versatile
suite thanks to the wide choice of basin types, suitable for 
most interiors from master bathrooms to cloakrooms.

Add Ohio brassware to create this refreshing look.

133132
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SUITES

NOVELLO 
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

With no fewer than five different basin types, Novello gives 
you a wide choice of styling options to suit any situation
from a master bathroom to a compact cloakroom.

The variety of WC pans and bidets gives you yet more
styling options, underlining the exceptional versatility of 
the Novello design. Novello WC pans are available with
the option of soft-close seats.

A 55cm semi countertop basin
B 45cm cloakroom basin
C 45cm cloakroom basin

(with towel rail)
D 45cm cloakroom basin and

cloakroom semi pedestal
E 50cm basin and semi pedestal
F 44cm countertop basin 
G 50cm basin 
H Closed coupled WC pan 

and cistern
I Freestanding / back to wall

WC pan and bidet
J Wall mounted WC pan and bidet
K 60cm basin and pedestal

A B H

C D E I

F G J K

135134
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MEDINA
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SUITES

Elegance, character and the ability to blend perfectly with 
many of the baths in the range set the Medina suite apart. 
With it’s distinctive moulded-in overflow double rolled rim and
soft curves Medina will add a touch of class to any bathroom.

137136
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SUITES

MEDINA 
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Medina’s elegant moulded-in overflow cover is typical of the
hand-crafted attention to detail you expect from a Jacuzzi®

bathroom suite.

With pieces available freestanding or back to wall, the softly
curving form of Medina can take on distinctively different
characters to match your needs.

A D

E B

C

A 60cm semi countertop basin

B 45cm cloakroom basin

C 60cm basin and pedestal

D 65cm basin and semi pedestal

E Back to wall WC pan
freestanding / back to wall bidet

F Close coupled WC pan 
and cistern

F

139138
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SANCTUARY 
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SUITES

Sanctuary is both distinctive and eye catching, the slimline rim
profile adds to the contemporary look and provides a large
inner basin area. The same principles have been applied to the
WC pan and bidet to create a suite that transcends fashion
and will remain a design icon.

Add Tube brassware to create the ultimate contemporary
look and feel to your bathroom.

141140
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SUITES

SANCTUARY 
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

Clean, simple lines based on a softly curved shape have all the
hallmarks of classic design. With a choice of inset, semi countertop,
vanity and conventional basins there is an option to suit any
installation requirement.

Soft-close seat options are available on all WC ’s in 
the Sanctuary range.

A 55cm basin and pedestal

B 38cm countertop basin

C 45cm cloakroom basin

D 55cm basin and semi pedestal

E 54.5cm inset vanity basin

F 55cm countertop basin
(also available in 70cm)

G 55cm semi countertop basin

H Back to wall WC pan 
and bidet

I 45cm cloakroom basin and
cloakroom semi pedestal

J Wall mounted WC pan 
and bidet

K Close coupled WC pan 
and cistern freestanding 
/ back to wall bidet

A

C D E

GF

B

I K

H

J

143142
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AMARI 
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SUITES

Stylish, but simple, full of character but understated. Amari with
its soft rounded styling cues and top surface detail is the ideal
way to create a European design feel to your bathroom and
distinguish it from any other. 

Add Kaya brassware to create this perfect look with a strong
European design influence.

145144
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SUITES

AMARI 
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

The countertop basin and back to wall pieces are further
evidence of Amari’s strong European design influence.

A 58cm semi countertop basin

B 58cm basin and pedestal

C Close coupled WC pan and cistern
45cm cloakroom basin

D 58cm basin and semi pedestal

E Freestanding / back to wall bidet,
back to wall WC pan

A B AC

D E

147146
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NATURA 
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE SUITES

The softly rounded style of Natura is easy on the eye and
delivers a design statement without trying too hard. Graceful,
simple it lends itself to any contemporary environment
throughout the home from master bathrooms to en-suites 
and cloakrooms effortlessly.

Add Kaya brassware to create this stylish but 
understated look.

149148
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SUITES

NATURA 
SUITE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Design Features

The softly rounded style of Natura makes it ideal for 
use throughout the home – from full suite to en-suite 
and even into the cloakroom.

Graceful and resplendent in its simplicity, the Natura suite
stands out in whatever combination you choose.

A Close coupled WC pan and cistern

B Freestanding bidet

C 58cm semi countertop basin
back to wall WC pan

D 58cm basin and pedestal

E 57cm inset vanity basin

A B C

D E

151150
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Unique, beautiful to look at, smooth and
efficient to the touch, this is beauty that is
more than skin deep and will complement
your Jacuzzi® bathroom perfectly.

Every piece of brassware in our latest 
range is crafted and protected by 
a heavy coating of chrome that will 
keep its sparkling good looks year 
after year. 

BRASSWARE

153

Estio 154 - 154

Kanya Black 155 - 155

Aura 156 - 156

Morphosis 157 - 157

Nexus 158 - 158

Vanora 159 - 159

Kanya chrome 160 - 160

Arina 161 - 161

Vendome 162 - 162

Kaya 163 - 163

Showering

Rei 164 - 165

Nexus 166 - 167

Kaya 168 - 169

Arina 170 - 170

TMV 171 - 171
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BRASSWARE ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

155154

ESTIO Sleek, elegant, sophisticated, Estio brassware will
complement almost any suite in the Jacuzzi®

Designer Range and help to create that elusive 
‘wow’ factor in any bathroom.

A Bath/shower wall 
mounted mixer

B Bidet monobloc mixer

C Basin tall monobloc mixer

D Bath/shower floor 
mounted mixer

E Basin monobloc mixer

F Basin wall mounted mixer

A

E

F

D

B

C

KANYA
BLACK

For those looking for something really different Kanya black
is the last word in ultra cool urban chic. With its sleek 
lines and black anodised finish it’s sure to add a stunning
contrast on many of our contemporary suites.

D

A Basin monobloc mixer

B Bidet monobloc mixer

C 3 hole basin mixer

D Basin wall mounted mixer

5 hole bath/shower mixer 
(not shown)

A

C

B
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BRASSWARE ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

D

AURA The linear lines and geometric shapes of Aura brassware
complement the Aura suite to perfection. Pure in form 
but high on function and performance these pieces 
exude contemporary style.

A Basin monobloc mixer

B Bidet monobloc mixer

C 4 hole bath/shower mixer

D 3 hole basin mixer

E 2 hole bath overflow filler kit

F 3 hole wall mounted mixer

A

E F

B

A+B Tall basin monobloc mixer

C Bidet monobloc mixer

D 3 hole wall mounted 
basin mixer

4 hole bath/shower mixer 
(round - not shown)

4 hole bath/shower mixer 
(angled - not shown)

D

A B

C

MORPHOSIS This contemporary brassware range has been designed 
to work seamlessly with the impressive range of basins 
and bidets in the Morphosis bathroom range. Gleaming
chrome and flowing shapes harmonise perfectly but 
never intrude.

C
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BRASSWARE ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

159158

A Basin monobloc mixer

B Bidet monobloc mixer

C Bath/shower floor 
mounted mixer

D Basin tall monobloc mixer

E Bath/shower wall 
mounted mixer

F 4 hole bath/shower mixer

G Basin wall mounted mixer

A

E

F

D

B

NEXUS Contemporary and stunning this brassware set is the
perfect choice for the Nexus bathroom suite, however 
it will look equally at home with any of the Jacuzzi®

bathroom suites.

C

G

VANORA With it’s geometric base shape Vanora stands out from 
the crowd for all the right reasons. Designed to enhance
the classic styling of the Medina suite, this brassware will
look equally at home on most Jacuzzi® bathroom suites.

C

E

A Basin monobloc mixer

B Bidet monobloc mixer

C 3 hole basin mixer

D 3 hole bath mixer

E 5 hole bath/shower mixer

A

D

B
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BRASSWARE ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

161160

KANYA
CHROME

Kanya chrome has the same stylish good looks as Kanya
black but with a gleaming chrome finish, its sleek lines are
sure to make a statement and add the finishing touch to
any bathroom suite.

A Basin monobloc mixer

B Bidet monobloc mixer

C 3 hole basin mixer

D Basin wall mounted mixer

5 hole bath/shower mixer 
(not shown)

A

D

C

B A

E

F

D

B

C

G

ARINA Geometric lines link with soft curves to create a sleek
modern look. Arina is the perfect choice when 
minimalist design is the order of the day.

A Basin monobloc mixer

B Bidet monobloc mixer

C Bath/shower floor 
mounted mixer

D Basin tall monobloc mixer 

E Bath/shower wall 
mounted mixer

F Basin wall mounted mixer 

G 4 hole bath/shower mixer
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BRASSWARE ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

163162

A

D

B

C

KAYA The smooth ergonomics of Kaya provide a wonderful
combination of distinctive looks and superb efficiency 
that will look at home in any bathroom setting.

A Basin monobloc mixer

B Bidet monobloc mixer

C Bath/shower wall 
mounted mixer

D Thermostatic shower 
wall mounted

E 2 hole bath overflow filler

E

VENDOME This sophisticated brassware with its column style taps 
is perfectly balanced and the ideal choice when it 
comes to stylish unfussy but beautifully functional design.

A Basin monobloc mixer

B Bidet monobloc mixer

C Basin tall monobloc mixer

D Bath single lever overflow 
filler kit

E Bath/shower wall 
mounted mixer

A

ED

B

C
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BRASSWARE ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

165164

SHOWERING
REI

Sleek, contemporary and with a dash of colour Rei shower
columns perform superbly thanks to the finest technology.
They offer a choice of functionality including invigorating
showering via a fixed raindrop head, wand hand shower
and a vertical hydromassage with four Jacuzzi® jets to
revitalise aching muscles. A choice of two colour options
allow you to create a distinctive look in any bathroom.

A B

A Shower column orange

B Shower column wisteria
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BRASSWARE ELEMENTS OF DESIRE
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SHOWERING
NEXUS

A Designer column and jets 
(excludes shower valve)

B Shower handset/riser rail*

C Chrome shower head

D Black shower head

E Designer shower head white

F Diverter

G Designer shower head black

H Thermostatic with diverter

I Shower arm

J Body jet

K Water outlet

L Thermostatic 3 way valve

* Shown with ‘K’ water outlet

G

C

D

A B

Whether you’re looking for sleek and sophisticated, 
or dramatic and innovative, the Nexus showering 
range has a shower system to suit your needs. 
Designer shower heads offer a drenching raindrop 
shower experience, whilst the slimline column and 
jets provide an invigorating back massage.

E F

H

L

KJI
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SHOWERING
KANYA

For the ultimate in showering, look no further than 
Kanya. The state-of-the-art shower column and jet 
panels feature an overhead shower and two panels 
with body jets for a completely invigorating experience. 
If you prefer something a little less dramatic, slimline 
riser rails combine with overhead raindrop shower 
heads for a sophisticated streamline look.

A Shower column and jet panels

B Water outlet

C Body jet

D Shower column with valve

E Shower riser rail and hand set *

F Shower head chrome

G Shower head black

H Shower column headset/handset

I Floor standing shower column 

J Single thermostatic with Diverter

K Shower arm

L Thermostatic 3 way valve

M Thermostatic with Diverter

Diverter (not shown)
* Shown with water outlet

F G

L M

I J KH

A B C

D

E
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SHOWERING
ARINA

Arina is the perfect choice for those looking for simple,
minimalist design and perfect functionality. Large adjustable
overhead shower heads combine with sleek and stylish
showering wands and adjustable rails to create a look that
will complement many of our contemporary suites and
make a statement in any bathroom.

THERMOSTATIC 
MIXING VALVES

A Shower arm

B Shower handset/riser rail

C Shower head and arm

D Shower head black

E Thermostatic with diverter

F Body jet

G Water outlet

C

A

D

B A

B

Once you have chosen your brassware, give yourself
peace of mind with the addition of a thermostatic mixing
valve. Designed to fit your bath or basin, the valve will
ensure that hot water is delivered at a temperature that
will not scald, particularly important when used by the
very young or elderly.

A Bath valve 22mm 

B Basin valve 15mm

F

E

G
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FURNITURE
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The natural beauty of wood combined with
glass, porcelain and chrome brought together
in an infinite number of combinations to
create wonderfully versatile bathroom
furniture that will complement any interior.

Our bathroom furniture range is a
celebration of contemporary design 
and genuinely useful features that will 
delight every time you use them.

Countertop
Basin Furniture 174 - 175

Jacuzzi®

Wenge Furniture 176 - 177
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FURNITURE
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COUNTERTOP BASIN 
FURNITURE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

A Gloss red countertop shown 
with Morphosis 80cm basin
(countertop sizes also 
available: 100cm and 140cm)

B Gloss black countertop 
shown with Nexus 70cm 
basin (countertop sizes also 
available: 100cm and 140cm)

C 100cm white countertop 
shown with Nexus deck
mounted basin

D 140cm countertop and under 
basin storage unit in Teak or 
Wenge (countertop sizes also
available: 80cm, 100cm, 120cm
and 140cm)

A

B

C

D

A range of contemporary countertops and storage
options designed to complement our range of suites 
and sanitaryware perfectly.
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FURNITURE
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JACUZZI® WENGE
FURNITURE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

Stylish, practical, usable. Jacuzzi® Wenge Furniture is manufactured
to the same highest quality standards as other products that bear
the Jacuzzi® name. The versatile design allows mix and match of 
a wide range of sanitaryware products and the clever built in
features are as beautiful to use as they are to look at.

A 155cm double bowl vanity unit

B 100cm offset vanity unit
(contains a 45cm 2 drawer 
base unit, 100cm countertop, 
countertop panel, 90cm shelf 
and plinth, 60cm circular mirror 
and halogen light)

C 155cm double bowl vanity unit 

D 46cm 2 drawer unit with 2 open 
storage areas, 72cm basin unit 
complete with storage shelf
(46cm basin unit also available)

E 71cm wall cabinet, circular mirror 
and light

F 2 x 80cm WC pan/bidet units

A

C

F

B D

E
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MIRRORS

179

Simple, desirable, functional and highly versatile.
For a perfect finish in any bathroom a stylish,
contemporary mirror can add a touch of
glamour like nothing else. It can also provide
the illusion of depth and space and enhance 
the beauty of your Jacuzzi® bathroom suite 
even further.

178178

Riga 180 - 180

Kaya 180 - 180

Lido 181 - 181
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RIGA / KAYA
MIRRORS

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

For the more contemporary bathroom Riga with its sleek
lines and bold style is the ideal choice. 

For classic looks and elegance it has to be Kaya with its
softer shapes that allows it to be partnered with a wide
variety of Jacuzzi® bathroom suites.

Riga Mirror 100 x 60cm Kaya  Mirror 84 x 78cm

180

Riga Mirror halogen light

MIRRORS

LIDO 
MIRRORS

Functional and understated, Lido with its distinctive curved
styling will blend effortlessly into any contemporary
bathroom setting to provide the perfect finish.

Lido Frosted mirror 85 x 60cm Lido Mirror 80 x 60cm

181
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MIRRORS

LIDO 
MIRRORS

Functional and understated, Lido with its distinctive curved
styling will blend effortlessly into any contemporary
bathroom setting to provide the perfect finish.

Lido Frosted mirror 85 x 60cm Lido Mirror 80 x 60cm

181

SHOWERING

182

INTENSA FLAT FRONT WALK IN INTENSA PIVOT DOOR INTENSA BOW FRONT PIVOT DOOR INTENSA TWIN COLUMN 
WITH PIVOT DOOR

PARAGON RECESS SLIDER AND TRAY PARAGON FLAT SLIDER WITH TWO
SIDE PANELS AND TRAY

PARAGON FLAT SLIDER WITH ONE
PANEL WET ROOM

PARAGON CURVED SLIDER 
WITH TRAY

AMARILYS PIVOT AND SIDE PANEL AMARILYS RECESS AMARILYS TWIN PIVOT AMARILYS QUADRANT

ASMARA REPLACEMENT WALK IN ASMARA QUADRANT WITH 
SLIDING DOORS

ASMARA OFFSET QUADRANT PIVOTASMARA LUXURY CURVED GLASS
WALK IN

JACUZZI® BATHROOM
COLLECTION

ELEMENTS OF DESIREELEMENTS OF DESIRE

In addition to the Jacuzzi® Designer Range, our Jacuzzi®

Bathroom Collection offers a comprehensive choice of
Shower enclosures, Whirlpool baths, Baths over Bath
Screens and Brassware. Ask your retail specialist for a copy
of the brochure.

183

ASMARA OFFSET QUADRANT ASMARA BOW FRONT SLIDER

ASMARA RECESS PIVOT ASMARA PIVOT AND SIDE PANEL YNVENTA WET ROOM PANELS ENSIGN BIFOLD

ENSIGN OFFSET QUADRANT ENSIGN BOW SLIDER ENSIGN BOW PIVOT 

ENSIGN STRAIGHT PIVOT ENSIGN QUADRANT ENSIGN CORNER ENTRY

ENSIGN STRAIGHT SLIDER

ASMARA QUADRANT WITH 
PIVOT DOOR

ASMARA PIVOT WITH CURVED 
SIDE PANEL

JACUZZI® BATHROOM COLLECTION
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TURCHINO PAVIA

ARGUSTO GRADO ALBANO

RIVELA UMA

VERSA LINK SHOWER BATH

INVITA VERSA

WHIRLPOOL/
HYDROMASSAGE BATHS

JACUZZI® BATHROOM COLLECTION

ANDRANO

VENETO ARAGONA RIETI ALVITO

BATHS

186

PASSIONATA ATOLHELIOS

BORDO COGNITO REPUBLICREPUBLIC NOVO

CORINTO

AURA NEXUS

BATHROOM SUITES

BRASSWARE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

ESTIO

MORPHOSIS

KANYA

VENDOME

185

YNCONTRA THEOS MERANO NEVADA

ALLUMIERE ALVITO

OVER BATH SCREENS

ALESSANO SHOWER BATH

ALMANYALESSANO

MERANO TABIANO

CALABRIA SHOWER BATH ALVITO SHOWER BATH

JACUZZI® BATHROOM
COLLECTION

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE

MANTOVA CORNER ARBA OFFSET CORNER

BATHS CONTINUED
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TUBE

ARINA

PALADIN HIGHGROVE

VANORA

LAVON

OHIO MINAX ORNATO AMATO

NEXUS KANYA ARINA

BRASSWARE CONTINUED

SHOWERS

JACUZZI® BATHROOM COLLECTION

KANYA CHROME KAYA

REI 
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FIRE—

OUR PASSION FOR DESIGN,
YOUR DESIRE TO OWN THE
FINEST – A LITTLE INDULGENCE
CAN BE A GOOD THING
THE JACUZZI® DESIGNER RANGE 

188

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE JACUZZI® DESIGNER RANGE

189
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As we’re sure you will appreciate a brochure can
only really give a flavour of our products – touch
and feel are equally important and Jacuzzi®

products are even more stunningly beautiful 
when experienced first hand. That’s why we 
highly recommend that you visit your local Jacuzzi®

Bathroom Specialist, who will not only assist 
with planning your bathroom, but will advise 
on all the practical requirements for your choice 
of bathroom.

It’s also worth noting that once you have 
chosen your bathroom you need to consider the
practicalities. Many of our showers and whirlpool
baths are high performance items that have specific
water pressure requirements between 1.5 and 
2 bar. Jacuzzi® high pressure taps, Twins, J-Towers
and Essteam units may require the installation 
of a pump and in the case of steam cabinets, 
a ‘negative head’ style pump is required.

When mixing water and electricity in a bathroom
it is important to seek professional advice with
regards to current regulations. For installation 
of our whirlpool baths we specify hot and cold
water supply of balanced pressures, standard
13amp mains using 2.5mm core cable, unless
installing the baths with built-in heaters which
require 20amp mains using 4mm core cable.

You can rest assured that all Jacuzzi® products 
have been manufactured to the highest standards
and as you would expect, all the Jacuzzi® bathroom
products carry excellent guarantees. 

To find your nearest showroom please visit 
our website: www.jacuzzi.co.uk

Once you have purchased your perfect 
bathroom, please help the environment by 
passing this brochure to a friend or relative 
who may be interested.

All descriptions, specifications and particulars etc contained 
in this brochure are intended merely to represent a general
idea of the goods contained herein and none of these form
part of any contract or give rise to any independent collateral
liability upon the company. Where we use wood in our
products we must point out that this is a natural material 
and any inconsistencies in the finish or changes over time 
are considered part of its natural beauty. Our policy is one 
of continuous improvement and we reserve the right to
change specifications and designs at any time without notice.
All colours in this brochure are as accurate as the printing
process will allow.

We hope you have enjoyed browsing through
this brochure and have found the inspiration
to create your ideal bathroom retreat – it’s
your special place – make the most of it.

THE JACUZZI® DESIGNER RANGE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE JACUZZI® DESIGNER RANGE

Sanitaryware Lifetime
Baths Lifetime
Whirlpool systems 2 years
Brassware (excludes valves, ‘o’ rings and seals) 10 years
Shower Enclosures (excluding seals) 10 years
Over Bath Screens (excluding seals) 10 years
Toilet Seat Soft Close Mechanism 10 years
Shower Trays 10 years
Geberit Cistern Fittings 5 years
Accessories 2 years
Glass Protection Coating 2 years
Toilet Seats and Hinges 2 years
Jacuzzi® Bathroom Furniture 2 years
Steam Cabins 2 years
Combination Units 2 years
Showering Controls and Tap Valves 2 years

JACUZZI®

PRODUCT
GUARANTEE
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A unique range of products designed 
to help you take care of yourself as
well as your Jacuzzi® bathroom.

To view and purchase the latest range
of Jacuzzi® For You products visit our
website at: www.jacuzzi.co.uk

JACUZZI® FOR YOU RANGE

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE JACUZZI® DESIGNER RANGE

Jacuzzi® For You is a unique range of products
specially formulated to help you make the
most of your Jacuzzi® bathroom products as
well as taking care of yourself. From essential
oils and essences to detergents and natural
solutions, the Jacuzzi® for You range helps care
for your Jacuzzi® products ensuring years of
trouble free service.

JACUZZI® WELL-BEING RANGE

The well being range of products offers 
a series of aromatic essences created to 
satisfy the needs of the most demanding
hydrotherapy lover or steam obsessive. From
purifying to regenerating, the Jacuzzi® For You
range has a product for you.

BATHROOM CLEANING RANGE

Jacuzzi® For You’s range of cleaning products
provides high-performance detergents and
natural solutions to help maintain your
bathroom products in perfect condition. 

Our detergents are professional products that
have been specially formulated to ensure the
most effective cleaning action whilst the
natural solutions offer an alternative for those
who choose a more natural way of life.

JACUZZI® ACCESSORIES RANGE

A range of luxury Jacuzzi® branded 
accessories including bathrobes are also
available – the perfect complement to 
your Jacuzzi® bathroom.

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR
BATHROOM EXPERIENCE

Bathing is the calming way to relax in today's
stressful environment. It is a soothing way to
start a new day or just the relaxation you
need to send you off to bed of an evening.
Using bathing oils from the Jacuzzi® For You
range ensures the soothing of aching muscles
and tense nerves as well as softening the skin
and ensuring a glowing complexion. Below 
are our top tips to ensure you maximise your
bathing experience.

// Create a mini haven in your bathroom. 
It can be the entire room or just in the
corner of your room. 

// Candlelight will add another dimension 
to your atmosphere of relaxation. Select
candles made from natural waxes, such as
soy or beeswax, scented with pure essential
oils or naturally derived fragrances.

// Consider the scents for the desired mood,
light an aromatherapy candle (Lavender 
to promote relaxation and Rosemary, 
Mint or Citrus to invigorate).

// Turn on your favourite relaxing music 
to create a tranquil and stress 
free environment.

Then with the scene set, just lie back, relax
and let the worries of the day fade away.
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JACUZZI UK

SILVERDALE ROAD  NEWCASTLE-UNDER-LYME 
STAFFORDSHIRE  ST5 6EL

TEL: 01782 717175
FAX: 01782 717166

SALES ENQUIRIES

TEL: 01782 717175
FAX: 01782 717245
EMAIL: jacuzzisalesdesk@jacuzziuk.com

AFTERCARE ENQUIRIES

TEL: 01782 717175
FAX: 0845 6012391
EMAIL: jacuzziaftercare@jacuzziuk.com

BROCHURE REQUEST

TEL: 0800 0181522
www.jacuzzi.co.uk

Jacuzzi® is a registered trademark of Jacuzzi Inc.

Designed and produced by Whitespace
www.white-space.co.uk

Code: JDB01 – Oct 08
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